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Intro to American Philosophical 
Society
● Located in Philadelphia, PA
● Founded 1743 to “promote useful knowledge”
● Offer fellowships and 
research grants
● Collection areas: Indigenous 
(primarily North American) 
research, history of science, 
colonial US history 
Intro to American Philosophical 
Society
Jefferson -> Du Ponceau -> Boas and 
colleagues -> students’ students’ students’ ... 

● 1900+ linear feet of 
manuscripts and 
visual materials
● dating from 1553 – 
2019
● relating to over 650 
indigenous cultures 
of the Americas
● 3400+ hrs. of audio 
in 165 languages
Center for Native American and 
Indigenous Research
● Completion of Indigenous audio digitization projects
● Protocols for Treatment of Indigenous Materials
● Guidance from communities of origin
● Collaboration with over 60 communities
● Digital (and sometimes physical) copies of materials to 
cultural centers, archives, language programs, and 
schools, free of charge
● Andrew W. Mellon Foundation Native American 
Scholars (NASI) Initiative fellowships
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Previous versions of Guide
Original: John F. Freeman & Murphy D. Smith (1965)
Supplement: Daythal Kendall (1982)
Digital: Michael Miller (1999)
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Since then ...
● Volume of material tripled
● Original guides still frequently referenced
● Large increase in reference requests
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Issues with guide entries
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● Inconsistent coverage of entries
● Inconsistent use of culture and 
language names
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Issues with guide entries
● Inconsistent coverage of entries
● Inconsistent use of culture and 
language names
● Ignored Indigenous authorship
● Subjects limited to few academic 
fields, and nothing else
– e.g. archaeology, ethnography, history, 




Alternative ways of accessing: 
https://www.amphilsoc.org/library/guides -> Indigenous Cultures and Languages
https://www.amphilsoc.org/library/CNAIR -> Indigenous Subject Guide
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Direct link: https://search.amphilsoc.org//natam/search
Alternative ways of accessing: 
https://www.amphilsoc.org/library/guides -> Indigenous Cultures and Languages
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guide creation
● Questions cut across multiple collections
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● Giving detailed information without implying 
comprehensiveness
● Accounting for different user research instincts
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Challenges
● Giving detailed information without implying 
comprehensiveness
● Accounting for different user research instincts
● Ongoing cleaning up of entries
– transitioning to more efficient edits and 
additions, including en masse
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Further projected use
● No longer a static resource
– routine small changes (error correction, updates based on 
understanding of items)
– larger additions
– improvements to interface
● Expansion by way of additional collections
– more non-American Indigenous collections
– overlooked collections primarily concerning history of science
● Expansion by way of under-described item types
● Publicization of recently completed processing
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● Final stage of manuscript and digital collections processing
● Informs broader processing policies (especially in collections 
outside of scope)
● Making cultures and alternates masterlist available to others
● Open Language Archives (OLAC) metadata
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Findings to share with other 
archives
● Providing summaries and context as a starting point
● Periodically re-evaluating descriptions of materials, 
including those provided by depositors 
● Contextualizing collections within repository by 
building connections among them
● Providing opportunities for researchers to interact with 
archivists
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